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>>> EXERCISE 5 . urban-water-culture
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Through our workshop, the dialogue event, and the exercises until today we have gained
much information about the specific nature of our site in Berlin.
Furthermore, you have learned that other cities have specific relationships with the
waterfront: e.g. Hamburg and Bremen (the port as an urban extension), but also Istanbul
(the passive, symbolic presence of the water), Yokohama (continuing work/economy focus),
Seoul (a symbol of relaxation, recreation, and ecology) , Shanghai (urban showcase/visual
platform).
In which ways has the Spree river contributed to the urban development and what evidence
is there of „culture“ occupying the river? How could this potential be fully exploited?
part A : preparation
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In this exercise	
   the aim is to propose:

Firstly, our goal is to identify spatial interpretations of Berlin‘s specific “urban-water-culture”.
A single area and its situations will be examined more precisely with heightened sensitivity
to the influence of the water and considerations of scale.
Secondly, at the same time, these situations are to be imbedded in a strategic proposal for
the chosen area. All previous exercises are valuable resources and references here – your
proposals can be informed by the historical, social, economic and demographic research
material.
Your specific task is:
1// Choose an area along the river according to your thesis on the “urban-water-culture”
theme. The size of this area needs to be precisely 100 m wide (along the river) and 350 m
long (across the river, including river profile). First of all, carefully document this area.
2// Identify and articulate your objective/thesis based on the proposed theme of “urbanwater-culture” and the results so far. Build a first model as section of the chosen area (100
m wide and 350 m long).
3// Use this thesis to develop an urban design strategy. Identify the areas of intervention,
the direction of the project, as well as the treatment of the element time, space and culture.
Establish a position relative to the water, the existing infrastructure, the existing planning,
and interested parties. Build a second model – again a section – to illustrate the profile of
the water site. Then, insert a suitable foreign body (an activity impulse) in order to cultivate
and strengthen your thesis.
We have found the following spatial types:
- historical
- production
- performing arts
- recreation
- cultural exchange
- community
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- commercial
- transport/trade & exchange
- entertainment
-creative industries
These categories are not complete – abandon them and develop your own definitions as
needed. Use these categories and define a spatial typology for each, as you have found
them:
• Which physical (and metaphysical) elements /components make up the conditions you
have defined?
• How do the city and the water come together spatially here?
• Looking more closely at the nature of the river, what does this medium contribute to
the site?
Use abstract spatial definitions to describe the site condition and atmosphere- platform,
edge, void, container/store vessel, extension, implant, bridge..
In groups of two, produce 1 DIN A2 panel illustrating your documentation of the chosen area
and build two models. The model scale is 1:500.

part B : presentation
on Friday, 03.12.2010, 11 a.m.
at the Herwart + Holz office
Please bring models and panels.

